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Adjustable Power Supply with Smart Battery Interface
ABSTRACT
This disclosure describes a programmable smart battery emulator that is usable to test
laptops or other computing devices during a design phase. The smart battery emulator is operable
from a user terminal that can be utilized to adjust various parameters associated with battery
parameter emulation as well for emulation of communication protocols between a computing
device under test (DUT) and a smart battery. The smart battery emulator includes a
microcontroller that enables communication with the DUT and to regulate the output of the
bench supply to a specified voltage. A software application transmits commands to the smart
battery emulator. The commands can include the settings for the battery to be emulated such as
manufacturer name, model, open-circuit voltage, capacity, and charge/discharge capabilities.
Commands can be issued from the workstation to set the state of charge for the battery and
enable a corresponding battery voltage output at the smart battery emulator.
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BACKGROUND
During the design phase of computing devices, design of the batteries that are to be
included and that ship with the devices is usually not yet finalized and/or available. During the
design and testing phases of a device, it is important that the performance and behavior of the
device be characterized at various levels of battery charge. Adjusting the charge levels of a
battery to specified charge level(s) for testing can be time consuming and poses challenges to test
repeatability. Benchtop power supplies can provide specified levels of DC voltage as a battery
but cannot be utilized to emulate a battery since they are unable to act as a current sink. Some
benchtop power supplies, e.g., 2-quadrant or 4-quadrant supplies, are designed to emulate current
sinks, but do not support emulation of communication protocols that are included in a smart
battery system (SBS) that are commonly utilized by a device to query the battery for its
capabilities and current status.
DESCRIPTION
This disclosure describes a programmable smart battery emulator that can emulate the
electrical and communication characteristics of batteries that are included in computing devices.
The smart battery emulator can be utilized for testing computing devices such as laptops. The
smart battery emulator is operable from a user terminal (workstation) that is connected to the
emulator. The user terminal can be used to adjust various parameters associated with battery
emulation as well for emulation of communication protocols between the computing device and
a smart battery.
Various functions of the smart battery emulator can be controlled from a host platform.
Such functions include, for example, setting the output voltage, monitoring the voltage and
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current, setting a power limit, and determining what data will be transmitted in response to
queries received from a device under test (DUT).

Fig. 1: Smart battery emulator
Fig. 1 is a schematic representation of an example smart battery emulator, per techniques
of this disclosure. As depicted in Fig. 1, the smart battery emulator can be connected to a bench
supply and to a device under test (DUT) via a battery connector. A switching regulator (source)
acts as a voltage source to emulate power being provided from a battery and another switching
regulator (sink) acts as a current sink and emulates a battery being charged by the DUT. Power
limit circuitry emulates the power limit of the battery; as the current goes up past a certain limit,
the voltage drops.
The smart battery emulator also includes a microcontroller that enables communication
with the DUT and to regulate the output of the bench supply to a specified voltage. The
microcontroller emulates the smart battery by exposing an SMBus peripheral that implements the
smart battery specification, a battery over temperature indicator to the DUT, and monitors a cutoff signal from the DUT.
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A user can connect to the smart battery emulator from their workstation and use a
software application to transmit commands to the smart battery emulator. The commands can
include the settings for the battery to be emulated. For example, the commands can include the
battery manufacturer name, model, open-circuit voltage, capacity (watt-hours), and
charge/discharge capabilities. Additional data that can be transmitted include data for internal
algorithms such as battery voltage as a function of state of charge. For example, since battery
voltage typically decreases as a battery is discharged, battery voltage at various states of charge
can be specified.
Commands can be issued from the workstation to set the state of charge for the battery
and enable a corresponding battery voltage output at the smart battery emulator. When the DUT
is powered on, the DUT receives power from the smart battery emulator at the specified voltage
and state of charge. The DUT can query the smart battery emulator in a manner similar to how it
would query a smart battery.
Testing at various settings can be enabled by adjusting the parameters of battery
emulation. For example, the state of charge can be changed to a critically-low level to verify that
the DUT reacts suitably and performs a shut-off of the DUT.
CONCLUSION
This disclosure describes a programmable smart battery emulator that is usable to test
laptops or other computing devices during a design phase. The smart battery emulator is operable
from a user terminal that can be utilized to adjust various parameters associated with battery
parameter emulation as well for emulation of communication protocols between a computing
device under test (DUT) and a smart battery. The smart battery emulator includes a
microcontroller that enables communication with the DUT and to regulate the output of the
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bench supply to a specified voltage. A software application transmits commands to the smart
battery emulator. The commands can include the settings for the battery to be emulated such as
manufacturer name, model, open-circuit voltage, capacity, and charge/discharge capabilities.
Commands can be issued from the workstation to set the state of charge for the battery and
enable a corresponding battery voltage output at the smart battery emulator.
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